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Kuwaitis are looking forward to the formation of the
new government in light of the recent tensions
that led to the end of the previous government. It

is natural that people consider the new government as a
new phase of hope, starting with the selection of a new
prime minister, HH Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah. He
is a Kuwaiti diplomat and politician who served in various
ministerial posts from 2006 until his appointment as
Prime Minister of Kuwait in 2019.

I think it is not surprising that people are hoping that
the new ministers will present a government consensus to
work as a team, set a new action plan, support the issues
of citizens and address mistakes without hesitation. This
is a heavy burden and will not be an easy job. But the fact
is that the public needs solutions and is fed up from wait-
ing. Therefore, anyone who sees that there is a delay in
the formation of the government should see this as a
good start because the new prime minister seems keen to
carefully choose his team in order to form a government
that is capable of productivity and to work for outstand-
ing issues for the benefit of citizens, especially in the
absence of acceptance of some of the names that had
been given the opportunity repeatedly without achieve-
ment for the benefit of citizens. At the end, the voice of
the street determines the form of democracy.

Whether or not the new government attends the par-
liamentary session scheduled for Dec 10, what concerns
me today is to talk about the wishes of the people in gen-
eral, especially citizens and expats who wish well, and I
will confine it to some of the issues that I see as fateful.

First, the most important question is what form of gov-
ernment the community needs? Do we want a technocrat
government that includes specialized ministers such as
ministers of justice and health, or ministers who have tak-
en their opportunity repeatedly as they have experience
in government work or formation, which is based on the
distribution of quotas to satisfy the wishes of some? I
think as the new prime minister enters the political scene,
it is important to change this stereotype because the for-
mation approach must modify to keep pace with the
changes in society. I hope to see a government that takes
into account the different trends and orientations in the
country. To succeed, this government has to come with a
clear strategy and a program to resolve many issues,
especially ones related to women, naturalization, health
and education. Moreover, implementation of this program
must be speedy, so that people witness the seriousness of
the new government.

I believe that the requirements of the youth and the
services provided to them is an urgent issue, because we
are beginning to witness unemployment of young gradu-
ates, and should support fresh graduates to work in the
private sector. According to the latest statistics of the
Public Authority for Manpower at the end of Dec 2018,
the number of nationals working in the private sector is
63,963. This means that the government sector is still
bloated by Kuwaiti manpower and that the process of
Kuwaitization in the private sector is still far from reach-
ing its goal.

Another key issue here is that we have around three
million expatriates in Kuwait. We have opened this coun-
try for them and some are facing problems because of the
sponsorship system. Some companies delay their salaries,
and there are many other issues that fall on the next min-
ister of economic affairs’ shoulders and the Kuwaiti gov-
ernment in general, because these matters are related to
the country’s reputation.

I have one last wish - that the ministers must act as
ministers who have the power to make decisions and
changes to implement the action plan, and not merely be
senior officials, especially since the next stage needs
everyone’s efforts. I sincerely wish the new government
all success.

The new
government
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Weekend negotiations could lead
to new Kuwaiti Cabinet this week

Several political blocs could possibly be included in new govt formation
By A Saleh

KUWAIT: Official government sources said meetings
and consultations held by HH the Prime Minister Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah during the weekend result-
ed in shortening the waiting period for declaring his
Cabinet formation, which is expected to be announced
during the week. Meanwhile, some members of parlia-
ment said the formation will be delayed, which made
the parliament suspend its sessions and not call for the
regular Tuesday session.

Sources said Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled met some
members of the ruling family and that ministers of for-
eign affairs, defense and interior were agreed upon.
They said Sheikh Dr Ahmad Al-Nasser Al-Mohammad
Al-Sabah is close to being named foreign minister, and
it is not true that the post was offered to Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Sabah as rumored on social media.

The sources said it is possible political blocs may be
included in the new government, adding Sheikh Sabah
Al-Khaled offered ministerial posts to various political
factions that are influential, including the Islamic
Constitutional Movement, the Salaf Gathering, National
Democratic Alliance and National Islamic Alliance.
They said the blocs will be present in the government,
but were not given the choice to nominate any person -
rather Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled selected them.

New drugs
Ministry of Health (MOH) Assistant Undersecretary

for Drug and Food Control Dr Abdullah Al-Bader said
there will be a new procedure to register new drugs,
allowing patients the opportunity to receive them as
soon as they are released in global markets. Certain
standards and specifications aim to hasten the evalua-
tion of technical papers of the new drugs to obtain
marketing approval as quickly as possible.

Bader said the new procedure gave the evaluation
priority in three categories - innovative drugs made of
new substances; unique medicine used for rare disease;
and medicines that meet the shortage in medicinal
needs. He said the new mechanism divides drugs cate-
gories into three levels, adding that the study period
will not be more than 30 days for the first level of new
medicines that are approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and European medical authori-
ties. Bader said the study of the second level will be a
maximum of 60 days for drugs that are approved by
FDA and Europe, while the study period will not be
more than 90 days if it is approved by any international

control authority.

Physiotherapy ‘intruders’
Head of Kuwait Physiotherapy Society Hanaa Al-

Khamees said there will be coordination with the social
affairs ministry to find a mechanism to combat physio-
therapy profession ‘intruders,’ which will include banning
them from practicing and to take legal action against any-
one who falsely claims to be a physiotherapy specialist to
protect patients. Khamees said ministry undersecretary
Abdelaziz Shuaib welcomed the mechanism and said it is
important to stop “impostors” in this profession, adding
special committees will be formed for this purpose.

Al-Seif Palace.

Man dead, two
injured in ATV,
SUV crash
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti citizen died and two others were
injured in an accident that happened when an all-terrain
vehicle (ATV) collided with a sports utility vehicle (SUV) on
Zour road. Zour firemen rushed to the scene, freed a trapped
person and handed him to paramedics. An investigation was
opened to reveal the circumstances behind the accident.

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Kuwait Municipality’s Farwaniya branch carried
out a campaign at Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh recently, during which
municipality inspectors closed down a number of stores for
violating rules and regulations. Random markets and cafes
were also raided at the instructions of the municipality’s
Deputy Director General for Farwaniya and Mubarak Al-
Kabeer Affairs Ammar Al-Ammar, and field follow up led by
Director of Farwaniya branch Mohammad Sarkhouh.

Director of cleanliness and road occupancy Saad Al-
Khurainej said the campaign resulted in finding a yard that is
state property used by a cafe without a license, in addition
to closing 28 other cafes. Four truckloads of fruits and veg-
etables were confiscated, in addition to a truckload of used
clothes. A total of 224 plastic chairs, 230 steel chairs, 64
plastic tables, 8 steel tables, and 50 shishas were confiscated
during the raids on the cafes. Meanwhile, five truckloads of
used tires were also removed, he added.

In other news, Municipal Council member Maha Al-Baghli
proposed improving the pedestrian bridge that links Jabriya
and Salmiya on Fahaheel road near Hadi Clinic, and expand-
ing it to cover the service road next to it. 

Municipality
continues Jleeb raids RIYADH: The third symposium of Arab women

journalists of the Arab news agencies concluded
recently with a number of recommendations on
supporting their work. The recommendations
stressed the necessity of opening further channels
for serious coordination and cooperation between
the Federation of Arab News Agencies (FANA)
General Secretariat and the Arab League media
department to offer training, scientific activities and
symposiums for journalists working for Arab news
agencies. The proposals also urged the participat-
ing female journalists to form a committee tasked
with discussing their problems and submitting a

general concept for this issue in the next fourth
seminar. The recommendations pointed to consid-
ering the process of compatibility between Arab
female journalists’ social conditions and their pro-
fessional duties in order to ensure continuity to
enhance their experience and practice. They called
on FANA to holding an annual meeting of Arab
female journalists at Arab news agencies and to
offer training and special programs for them. The
meeting focused on several topics regarding Arab
female journalists like their role in forming societal
awareness, the image of Arab women in social
media and others. — KUNA

Women journalists symposium concludes 

KUWAIT: Some 127,000 Kuwaitis have subscribed to
50 percent of the capital of Shamal Azzour Al-Oula
Company, making up a 127 percent coverage of floated
shares, Kuwait Authority for Partnership Projects
(KAPP) said yesterday. The period of subscription to the
company’s capital elapsed on Friday, KAPP said in a
statement, adding that it had subscribed to the firm on
behalf of citizens when it was created. This process
reflects the Kuwaiti government’s determination to pro-
vide attractive investment openings to citizens, and to

engage them in the ownership of partnership enterprises,
it said. Once the ownership of shares is transferred to
citizens, the company’s board of directors should have its
shares listed on Boursa Kuwait, thus becoming the first
power and water company ever to be registered with the
stock exchange, it added. Similar opportunities are to be
offered to Kuwaiti citizens in next partnership projects,
according to the statement. Shamal Azzour Al-Oula is
the joint stock company founded for the development of
Az-Zour North One Power and Water Plant. — KUNA

127,000 subscribe to ‘Shamal Azzour’


